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SOME BACKGROUND

The thin client story has its roots
in client/server technology. In the
beginning was the mainframe, a
powerful computer for its day with
access limited to a few elite pro-
grammers. As mainframesgot easier
to use and more of us began using
them, the waste and hassle of the
mainframe’s paper tape and punch
card interface became vexing. In
response, the terminal was invented.
The mainframestill did all the

processing, but the terminal took
care of the user’s input and output.
(Of course, a lot of output was
diverted to the printer, too.) The
expectation of access to the main-
frame via terminal from remote

offices or from home brought us the
beginnings of computer networks.

Terminals started out “dumb.”

They put letters and numbers on the
screen in fixed rows and columns.

 
Guide to Acronyms

|ICA—Independent Computer
Architecture

NC—Network Computer

RDP—Remote Desktop Protocol

TCO—Total Cost of Ownership

WT—Windows Terminal

buildings, distant towns, and even-
tually distant countries.

To unify network users around a
fountain of functionality, the server
computer was born. Early servers
gave scattered PCs access to central
printers and files. They intermedi-
ated, giving and denying access,
providing security and backup...and,

...we began to resent the need to tie our
terminals to mainframes through copper
umbilical cords and the industry gave us the PC.

Writing in Spanish? Sorry, no accent
marks or upside down question
marks available. Writing equations?
Sorry, no math symbols available, let
alone super or subscripting. Drawing
pictures? Unthinkable!

Later, “smart” terminals overcame
these obstacles. Soon thereafter,
with our expectations raised and our
individuality beginning to assert
itself, we began to resent the need to
tie our terminals to mainframes

through copper umbilical cords and
the industry gave us the PC. Suddenly
the mainframe was obsolete as a

general purpose computer. Salesfell
off as the information producing and
consuming markets tooled up to create
islands of desktop automation—
islands of PCs.

Immediately, of course—because we
love to socialize almost as much as we

love our independence, and because
our managers love to economize—
there sprang up a hundred-headed
Hydra of network technologies
aiming to link these isolated PCs
back together. Local area networks
sprang up withinoffices and build-
ings. Wide area networks sprang
up too, linking PCs in distant

incidentally, creating one more point
of failure. See “A Pig Under the
Hearthrug: The So-Called Hidden
Costs of PCs” sidebar.

All this time, the mainframe
continued to be a force in data

processing. As mainframes scaled
down into economical mini versions,
and as network servers scaled up to
do more mainframe kinds of things,
the distinction blurred. It was fuzzed

further by the fact that many kinds
of special-purpose personal comput-
ers had become as powerful as most
servers and some mainframes!

Mainframesof whatever size contin-
ued to do what mainframes had

always done. They served as
database repositories. They hosted
data too sensitive or software too

complex or too expensive to run on a
PC. Throughout the history of the
PC, terminal emulation software was
a standard component; it was hard to
buy a $2,000 PC without also receiv-
ing software to turn it into a $200
terminal.

CLIENT/SERVER COMPUTING

Well this relationship between
PCs and mainframes was shameful!
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While networks had been importantsince the
invention of terminals, they became absolutely
pivotal in the client/server model of computing.

My manager in the mid-80s used to
wail, “Gigaflops of processing power
on thousands of enterprise desktops
being used for what? To emulate
dumb terminals!” To improve perfor-
mance and to make better use of the

enterprise’s investment in PCs,
client/server computing came into
being. The PC wastheclient and the
mainframe—or something like
it—wasthe server. Theclient had its

own special software: software that
crunched numbers, for example, or
stored and managed a personal elec-
tronic mailbox. And the server had

its special software too: software
that managed multiple clients’
access to a database of numbers,or
that received incoming mail messages
for a hundred users and held them
until the client software cameto fetch

them. With client/server computing,
the PC and the mainframe entered

into a partnership, each doing what
it did best: the PC interacting with
the user, storing personalfiles,
controlling local printers; and the
mainframe managing data, storing
sharedfiles, and controlling shared
peripherals. Linking the two part-
ners was a data network. The more

active the partnership, the bigger the
data pipe needed to link the client
and server, While networks had been

important since the invention of
terminals, they became absolutely
pivotal in the client/server model of
computing.

Mostclient software nowadaysis
written for “fat” or (my preference)
“thick” client computers. In many
cases, the thicker the client machine
is, the better. At Montana State
University, for example, we are
implementing SCT’s Banner2000
suite of administrative software

packages. The desktop client computer
SCT recommends for the average
user is a 233MHz Pentium II with

32MBofmemory, a 3.2GBhard disk,
and a 100Mb Ethernet adapter.
(This is a very thick client drinking
data througha fire hose!) In an envi-
ronment that has been based on
cheap, dumb terminals connected to

mainframes, the move to replace
every desktop terminal with a thick
client PC is a multimillion-dollar

proposition,
MSUis just a handy local

example. The same problem occurs
everywhere. Terminals have to be
replaced with $1,500 PCs. Existing
PCs have to be replaced with bigger,
faster, “thicker” ones. Expensive
network connections need to be

upgraded to meet the application's
need for speed. Total cost of owner-
ship (TCO) figures are genuinely
frightening.

BUT, SOFT! WHAT LIGHT
THROUGH YONDER WINDOW
BREAKS?

Somesee a glimmerof hope in the
thin client. Stephen Bell introduced
ONLINEreaders to thin client tech-

nology last year [2]. Just to recap, a
thin client is a kind of minimalist

computer. There are two basic types:

switched on, it sends a boot request
to the server. The server responds by
downloading the operating system
into the NC over the network. (This

can be a long process, by the way,
even over a fast network.) A graphics-
based desktop appears, and offers
the user a choice of applications. The
server then downloads the applica-
tion the user selected to the NC’s

memory, whereit executes. Data files
or portions of data files—text docu-
ments, spreadsheets, databases—
may also be downloaded as the
application does its stuff. When the
user’s task is completed, the data
files are saved on the server and the

NC’s memory becomesavailable for
another application.

The applications that NCs run are
of two basic kinds: native applica-
tions written for the NC’s processor,
or Java applications written to run
under Java Virtual Machinesoft-
ware that is downloaded to the NC

over the network. Java applications
are by far the more common of the
two types. Once written they can
run on a variety of NCs. Native
applications, by contrast, must be
created in a different version for

Whenthe network computeris switched on,it
sends a boot request to the server. The server
responds by downloading the operating system
into the NC over the network.

the network computer (NC) and the
Windows terminal (WT). They’re so
different that each deserves a

description of its own. A third type
of thin client, the NetPC, is no longer
a player in the marketplace [3].
Because NCs and WTs require
networks to function, their kind of
computing is referred to as “network-
centric” computing.

Network Computers
Network computers (NCs) are

little more than a processor chip,
some memory, a screen, a mouse,

and a keyboard. They connect
through a network cable to a server
computer, The server houses the
thin client’s operating system and
application software, as well as the
files belonging to the user and the
user’s workgroup. When the NCis

each type of NC processor. Hence,
they are more expensive for manu-
facturers to create and maintain and

are less flexible for server managers
to deploy.

Most NCsare very thin indeed
with regard to disk resources. But as
the NC concept has matured, the
network, memory, and processor
requirements to run fully featured
Java applications have grown out of
hand. At least one manufacturer’s

NC, configured with its optional
hard disk drive, is physically distin-
guishable from a classical thick
client only by its lack of internal
expansion ports (and definitely not
by its price!),

Manufacturers of NCs include Sun

Microsystems (JavaStations), IBM
and its partner NCD (IBM Network
Station, NCD Thinstar), Neoware

>
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...the WT client simply sends keystrokes and

en

mouse movements to theserver...

The programs...execute entirely on the server,
using the server’s processor, memory, anddisk.

(NeoStations), and Acorn Computers
Ltd. (Acorn Corporate NC)[4].

Windows Terminals

A completely different model of thin
client computing is embodied in the
Windowsterminal (WT). Rather than

downloading everything from a server
and running it locally, the WT client
simply sends keystrokes and mouse

RDP vs. ICA
RDPClient

 
PC running:
* Windows 3.x, Windows 95/98, or

Windows NT client

* Some network computers
* Some Windows terminals
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teMi =

movements to the server. The client

then displays what the server does
with those inputs. It does no processing
other than that needed to paint the
screen. The programs a WT launches
on the Windowsserver are ordinary
Windows programs (newer 32-bit
programs work best). They execute
entirely on the server, using the
server's processor, memory, and disk.

Server

 

 
edt

Microsoft NT server running:
* NT vA Terminal Server Edition, or

* NT v3 with Citrix WinFrame for RDP

clients and Citrix MetaFrame for ICA
clients

 

While WTs are certainly thin, in
the sense that they take almost no
active role in running Windows
applications, there is no standard
hardware configuration for WTs, as
there is for NCs. WT hardware can

range from something very much
like a traditional terminal to a

powerful UNIX or NT workstation.
NCs can be set up to behavelike
WTs, too. See the sidebar “Wait!
You’re Both right!”

The onestrict requirement for WTs
is that the terminal device support
either Microsoft’s remote desktop
protocol (RDP) or the independent
computer architecture (ICA) protocol.
RDP or ICA client software can be

brought to bear in three ways. It can
reside on a chip inside the terminal,
as it does in the new, dedicated WT

products and some NCs;it can be
downloaded into the memory of an
NCand executed there; or it can be
loaded onto the disk of a PC,
Macintosh, or UNIX workstation for
execution on demand.

RDPis used when the WTis

running a recent version of a Micro-
soft operating system (Windows 95
and 98, Windows NT Workstation,
Windows 3.11) or when the terminal

has been designed specifically to
support RDP (as some NCs anddedi-
cated WTs do), ICA is used for client

machines running DOS, UNIX,or the
Macintosh operating system.

RDPandICAserver software runs
on a dedicated Windows server

ICA Client
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machine. This server’s only job is to
serve WTs, offering a selection of
Windowsapplications to all WTs
authorized to use them. Because

these servers run Windowsapplica-
tions for their client machines, they
must be Intel or Intel-like computers.
The server software that supports
RDPaccess under Microsoft Windows
NT is called Microsoft Windows NT

4.0, Terminal Server Edition. The
server software that supports RDP
under earlier versions of NT is called

Citrix WinFrame.

Citrix also supplies add-on NT
server software, called MetaFrame,
which supports ICA access. (For a
while, Insignia Solutions, Inc. sold an
ICA-based product called NTRIGUE!
that delivered Windows applications
to NCs and other terminal devices, In

the first quarter of 1998, Insignia
sold its NTRIGUE! Technologies to
Citrix Systems,Inc.)

MetaFramealso provides such
functions as load-balancing when a
large farm of NTs is set up to share
several NT servers, and provides a

Windows95 taskbarto clients not

running Windows95.
Microsoft considers the top five

vendors of WTs to be Wyse (Winterm
series), Tektronix (ThinStream),
Boundless (Viewpoint series), NCD
(Thinstar), and Neoware (@worksta-
tion series) [6].

COSTS AND BENEFITS
NCs and WTs can both address

the high total cost of PC ownership.
This is less true if we use Citrix
MetaFrame to make WTs out of

Macintoshes, fully configured new
or old PCs, or UNIX workstations,
because those machines can be

tinkered with more by their owners—
thought to be a major TCO factor in
desktop computing. But if we stick to
NCs as NCs or if our WTs are simple,
limited devices such as NCsor dedi-

cated WTs, they can definitely help us
minimize ownershipcosts.

First, NCs and dedicated WTs are
less expensive to purchase than most
PCs. NCs cost from $500 toalittle
over $1,000 plus monitor. Dedicated

The greatest virtue NCs and WTs havein the
managementand support arenais that their
software environments are stored entirely on
centrally controlled servers.

94 http://www.onlineinc.com/onlinemag

WTs are in the sameprice range, but
include monitors.

More significantly, NCs and dedi-
cated WTs are said to be muchless

expensive to manage and support
than PCs. In spring 1996, Zona
Research predicted a five-year, total
cost of ownership savings of 57% for
Wyse Windows terminals versus PCs
(7]. In summer 1997, Microsoft
suggested that savings of 46% in TCO
were possible in the same scenario[6].
In late 1997 Gartner Group predicted
a 22% savings for NCs versus PCs[1].
While there’s wide variation in these

numbers, the trendis clearly positive.
Whyis this so?

The greatest virtue NCs and WTs
have in the management and
support arena is that their software
environments are stored entirely on
centrally controlled servers. Because
most NCs have no disk drives, the
average NC user can’t bring soft-
ware or data from homeontothe job
and thus can’t introduce viruses or

other system complications that are
expensive to combat. Nor can they
download software (other than Java

Applets) from the Internet and run
it on their desktop computers with
the attendant risks of viruses and

system software conflicts. Dedicated
WTs are similarly constrained.

With NCs and WTs, when the

enterprise decides to upgrade to the
next version of a software package,
the change occurs in one place: on
the server. There’s no need to visit

every desktop to install the software
(and then visit it again and again to
figure out why the new version
doesn’t work with that particular
set of hardware and software).
Because NCs and WTsare used

with a controlled, limited set of soft-
ware, training and end-user support
requirements are reduced. And
because they are fairly idiot proof,
these devices are hard for end users

to mess up [8]. It’s difficult to over-
emphasize this benefit. In higher
education [9], and almost every-
where else computers are used, ways
to reduce the cost of support for indi-
vidually managed PC environments
have been the subject of endless
debate.

Another common benefit of NCs

and WTsis that they help us get
aroundthe obsolescence issue. Many
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